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DANGER Amid Con-Con Push and Federal Persecution,
Warns RNC Committeewoman 
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The establishment and the Democrat party
are working to criminalize the political
process and if Americans do not get involved
to resist these trends, everything we hold
dear will be lost, warned RNC National
Committeewoman Tamara Scott, who hosts
a popular TV show and is on the frontlines of
critical battles to preserve the United States
and its precious Constitution. Speaking to
The New American Senior Editor Alex
Newman at the Red Pill Expo in Des Moines,
Scott began by highlighting the horrific
abuses being perpetrated by the federal
government against “Pelosi’s political
prisoners.” Some of those horror stories are
recounted in the book American Gulag
Chronicles: Letters from Prison. Asked
whether the GOP was the right vehicle to
protect America, Scott said it was a fair
question, but argued that the answer is yes
because its platform is largely aligned with
the U.S. Constitution and what the Bible
teaches, even if everyone in the party does
not necessarily agree with every single
point. Finally, Scott sounds the alarm about
efforts to call a Constitutional Convention,
warning that Democrats such as California
Governor Gavin Newsom is hoping to use
the process to undermine our God-given
rights.  
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.
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